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Introduction 

Everyone has heard the expression that software is eating the world, so one of the next big 
challenges for every organization is how to operate more like a software company to rapidly 
deliver the necessary digital innovation, which for IDC means software-enabled digital products 
and services.  The big question is why? Simple — the ongoing pandemic has accelerated digital 
acceptance, and as more and more organizations digitally transform, relative GDP from 
digitalized products and services expands exponentially. By 2022, IDC believes that 65% of global 
GDP will be digitally driven.    

As a result, every organization must now evaluate how to adapt technology strategies to support 
business change, operational resilience, and digital response. But more than that, organizations 
need to be able to take their digital creativity to the next level not only to maintain competitive 
status but also to deliver digital innovation at the scale and velocity the business needs. 

Digital platforms and ecosystems have enabled digital 
natives like Amazon, Netflix, and Uber to disrupt entire 
industries. Traditional incumbents are now fighting back 
with their own platform ambitions. 

Business and IT leaders recognize that software is central to 
digital innovation, and that organizations must become 
software producers at increasing speed and scale. But while 
companies need to operate much more like software 
businesses, many lack the knowledge, skills, and capabilities 
to either begin or scale modern app development and 
delivery.  

Organizations need help and guidance across the full 
spectrum of this change imperative, from planning what 
this new strategy looks like, to sourcing new relationships 
and partner ecosystems, to developing and deploying 
software-based innovations, through to distributing them 
across the business and potentially outside to other 
customers.  

Understanding Digital Innovation 

To a large extent, digital innovation is software innovation, and this has profound implications 
for technology organizations. Traditional tools, practices, supplier relationships, and deployment 
models pose significant constraints. In the transition to becoming a software producer, 

WHAT’S IMPORTANT 
Digital innovation should be considered 
highly strategic for the future success of 
your organization.  

The key building blocks for optimal digital 
innovation are: 

» Expertise across the full spectrum of
software innovation, including
technologies, people, and processes, that
underpin the planning, sourcing,
development, and distribution of digital
innovation.

» Align business challenges to your digital
innovation strategy.

» Engage senior leadership in strategy
development and program execution.

»Digital innovation complexity necessitates
an ecosystemic approach to development
and delivery, utilizing best of breed
partners.

AT A GLANCE
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organizations need to develop capabilities, competencies, strategies, and execution plans across 
four key areas identified by IDC as plan, source, develop, and distribute. (see Figure 1)  

FIGURE 1  
IDC's Framework on the Four Dimensions to Digital Innovation:   

 
Source: IDC Future of Digital Innovation 2021 

Current Approach to Software Development and Delivery 

The role of software development and delivery expands ss organizations evolve to become both 
users and producers of software. As a result, organizations use software development and 
delivery to support four key business outcomes:  

1. Competitiveness — through controlling a larger share of digital value creation 

2. Innovation — to differentiate the product / services portfolio  

3. Re-engineering — modernizing software processes related to core products  

4. Monetization — scaling digital distribution and monetization of digital products and services  

Software is truly permeating the organization, and the ability to support digital innovation supply 
chains is the new organization imperative to help drive digital resilience. IDC's Accelerated 
Application Delivery Survey 2020 investigated how organizations plan to approach software 
development and delivery to drive and accelerate digital innovation efforts (see Figure 2).  
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FIGURE 2 
Planned Approach to Software Development and Delivery 

Q. How does your company plan to approach software development and delivery to drive digital innovation? 

  
Source: IDC's Accelerated Application Delivery Survey, September 2020 (n = 589) 

Well over half of organizations interviewed worldwide are looking to expand their internal 
development capabilities, exploit and build co-creation models (across customer, supplier, 
industry platforms), and expand their developer ecosystems. Still significant for 40% of 
organizations is the desire to expand the use of external software developer relationships. Not 
all organizations have the brand power of big global companies to attract the required developer 
talent, so these organizations need to work out how to plug talent and resource gaps. The single 
biggest barrier to building modern app development and delivery capabilities is access to 
relevant skills. Quite simply, organizations are challenged not only in finding the right developer 
talent but also in competing for the developer talent that is available, and this challenge will not 
disappear overnight. In fact, the skills crisis is set to get worse for many organizations that find 
themselves less able to attract or retain developer talent compared to others. These 
organizations will need to explore co-creation and community-driven approaches to digital 
innovation. 

But not all things are equal and there are key trends and differences related to the way vertical 
industries are positioning around how they develop and source digital innovation (see Table 1). 

TABLE 1  
Planned Approach to Software Development and Delivery by Vertical Market 

Q. How does your company plan to approach software development and delivery to drive digital innovation? 

  
Financial 
Services 

Retail Manufacturing Public Sector 

Expand internal development capabilities 55% 68% 54% 62% 

Expand use of external contractual relationships with 
software development providers 

40% 35% 38% 41% 

Look to build and exploit co-creation models 
(customers/suppliers/industry platforms/incubators) 

64% 53% 48% 35% 

Expand the developer ecosystem 59% 41% 56% 62% 

Source: IDC's Accelerated Application Delivery Survey, September 2020 (n = 249) 

40%

54%

56%

57%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Expand use of external contractual relationships with
software development providers

Look to build and exploit co-creation models

Expand the developer ecosystem

Expand internal development capabilities
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The top development and delivery priority for financial services firms globally is to build and 
exploit co-creation models to harness best practice and expertise across sectors and industries. 
Financial services face very real disruption because of startup fintechs across insurance, retail 
banking, and investments; as a result, incumbents are fighting back to accelerate digital 
capabilities. On the other hand, when observing manufacturing respondents, well over half are 
pushing to expand both developer ecosystems and internal dev capabilities. Examples of large 
global organizations that have rapidly expanded developer communities include the likes of 
Under Armour, Nike, VW, Toyota, Airbus, and Philips. Efforts are on building capabilities to 
digitally innovate through developer “industrialization” strategies that take advantage of the 
ecosystem.  

There is a similar trend among public sector organizations, where around two-thirds are actively 
looking to expand their use of internal development capabilities and expand the developer 
ecosystem. The public sector has been through a period of insourcing in recent years, 
particularly in the heavily outsourced UK public sector. The focus is on reducing the reliance on 
external contractors that cost more than civil servants and do not accrue in-house knowledge. 
This accelerates the need to skill-up in digital capabilities to reskill employees, reduce wasted 
resources, and transform outdated working practices. The core challenge is the ability to provide 
more innovative, digital, and engaging citizen services, which puts pressure on existing 
development models and setup.  

Driving Digital Innovation Resilience 

Organizations across every industry are being forced to evaluate their business operations from 
multiple perspectives and look for ways to make their businesses more resilient to both 
unpredictable environments and financial stresses. IDC observed a strong correlation between 
organizations that strategically developed digital innovation capacity pre-pandemic and those 
that proved resilient through the pandemic.  

These companies invested, typically over a period of years, in building digital innovation practices 
that are core to driving the mission of the business. In this way they established the digital 
resilience that allowed them to respond to and potentially capitalize on the market disruption 
caused by the pandemic. 

In IDC's Accelerated Application Delivery Survey, 62% of respondents said that that their software 
development and delivery capability had a medium or high impact on their ability to respond to 
the crisis and accelerate the return to innovation (see Figure 3). An established software 
development and delivery practice is a clear differentiator for companies that proved resilient 
throughout the pandemic. 
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FIGURE 3 
Importance of Software Dev and Delivery Capability for Crisis Response and Future Innovation 

Source: IDC's Accelerated Application Delivery Survey, September 2020 (n =589) 

Identifying Opportunities 

Organizations need help understanding the opportunities that are presented by making changes 
to support digital innovation in the current environment, whether that is to become more agile 
and responsive to change, or reduce costs and manual burden on staff, or indeed to drive new 
business opportunities and address the demand for better customer experiences.   

As the pandemic hit, IDC developed a framework around five stages to organizational recovery 
(see Figure 4); where an organization finds itself will dictate the digital innovation tactics and 
strategy applied. This strategy typically moves through three stages: react, adapt, and transform. 

FIGURE 4 
Map Digital Innovation Goals to Strategic Business Priorities  

Source: IDC Accelerated App Delivery Practice 2021 

Organizations can both flatten the recovery curve and strengthen digital resilience by 
accelerating their digital innovation journey. So, what are some of the key considerations when 
re-charting this journey? It really comes down to organizations setting themselves up to become 

No impact, 13%

Low impact, 25%

Medium 
impact, 35%

High impact, 
26%
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faster, more agile, and truly data-insights driven. Across the three stages outlined in Figure 3, 
organizations need help identifying the potential opportunities and use cases that digital 
innovation can provide. In 2021, most organizations are now entering the Adapt and Transform 
phases of this road to recovery, although still either deep in recession or under financial stress. 
Below are some key considerations to help identify use cases that support business resilience 
and a path to transformation: 

FIGURE 5 
Key Customer Questions Along the React, Adapt, and Transform Journey 

Source: IDC Accelerated App Delivery Practice, 2021 

Organizations should follow a clear roadmap to ensure the industrialization of digital innovation 
delivery. IDC identifies five key steps (see Figure 6) to putting an optimal delivery model in place:  

1. Identify the business problem. Bring together various stakeholders to understand the
specific business problem(s), as they relate to the internal business and the impact on the
end customer. Aligning to customer needs makes it a lot easier to align to specific
business outcomes.

2. Ideate with design thinking. Bring your teams into a collaborative environment to
ideate and design potential ideas. This is about taking an outside-in (customer-first) view
of the business and challenges they face. It is critical to bring in ideas from across the
business, with the aim of identifying and defining how to address the specific customer
need, but also how that applies to the wider business objectives.

3. Prototyping. Task teams to build a minimum viable product (MVP) using base technology
that can be used to refine and adapt as needed.

4. Testing and assessment. Take the product into a real-world setting to test with users
and monitor to capture data-led insights. These are critical to influence the next iteration
of the product.
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5. Build phase. This is the culmination of the previous phases, where your optimal
development team creates the production solution using the chosen technology and
product set.

6. Deployment. Success should be measured against the original business outcome
objectives set out at the start of the development initiative.

FIGURE 6 
Industrializing Digital Innovation Delivery 

Source: IDC Accelerated App Delivery Practice, 2021 

Framing Modern Application Development and Delivery Excellence 

As organizations drive towards modern app development and delivery excellence, there is a 
need to optimize and prioritize efforts. To do this it is important to consider the obstacles and 
challenges that organizations will face on this journey to digital innovation. 

Identifying the Challenges 

So, what is holding digital innovation efforts back?  IDC's research identifies some common 
challenges that global organizations face in their efforts to become highly successful modern app 
delivery engines.  
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FIGURE 7 
Top Technology and Process Barriers to Achieving Modern App Delivery Success 

Source: IDC Accelerated Application Delivery Survey, 2020 (n=589) 

There are four ongoing challenges: integration with legacy systems and the business, manual 
processes, lack of tool and environment standardization, and the quality of data and insights. 
Some of these have been a constant barrier for the past few years — particularly the ability to 
integrate modern applications with legacy systems. Together with manual processes through 
lack of automation, this continues to be the biggest challenge referenced. More recently, 
conversations have turned towards issues with data quality, insights, and governance, making 
automation, integration, standardization, and data quality the central pillars of any modern 
application delivery success story. These pillars are particularly important as organizations look 
to remedy the business challenges of the past 12 months. 

Many organizations have been in reaction mode — focused on optimizing operations and 
businesses to respond to unprecedented change. Quick decisions were made to adapt to remote 
and virtual work while digitally transforming customer engagement models. Compromises and 
corporate decisions were made affecting hundreds or thousands of employees or customers. 
These decisions were not necessarily deeply scrutinized, tested, and analyzed in terms of what 
implications they may have on the application and infrastructure landscape. 

As we move forwards in 2021, attention turns to future-proofing the business and ensuring that 
business and operating models are viable. There is an urgency to address better solution 
planning and analysis, with the aim to remedy and optimize the quality of application access, 
security, and cost, as well as the technical debt burden on the IT landscape. In fact, IDC believes 
that through 2022 three in four organizations will need to remediate technical debt around the 
design, quality, and security of apps implemented during the pandemic.  

It is already clear that security in app delivery is top of mind (Figure 7) as organizations look to 
make urgent improvements in security, compliance, and governance processes. Hand in hand 
with this is an increased interest in driving improvements in app monitoring and performance 
management with a focus on better business observability. As stated earlier in this paper, skills, 
or the lack of them, is a very real challenge. Organizations need help in identifying and accessing 
relevant skills and focus shifts to retraining and reskilling as well as organizational re-design, 
where co-creation, community-driven, and ecosystemic thinking become critical.  
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Investment Tactics and Priorities  

Excellence in digital innovation requires the alignment of people, processes, and technology.  
This takes effort, focus, and a commitment to change, BUT… getting it right will be a game 
changer. IDC already found in 2020 that software-led organizations (those with a high degree of 
software dev and delivery maturity) could push-out digital ideas to production in just 17 days — 
that's four times faster than the average. Current business disruption accelerates the focus on 
rapid development to the extent that organizations mastering digital innovation are putting what 
IDC terms as compressed "time-to-innovation" tactics to work.  IDC identifies five core tactics 
being leveraged by high performing organizations:  

1. Unified and intelligent automation strategies (across DevOps, CI/CD, workflow automation) 

2. Cloud-native and API-led application development 

3. Acceleration of Agile and DevOps methodologies 

4. Value stream mapping and management 

5. Community driven culture 

To excel, organizations must pull on all the levers of process, technology, and cultural change. 
The reality for many though is an inability to unify software development and delivery capability 
with full alignment to the business strategy. IDC's Accelerated App Delivery Survey found that 30% 
of large global organizations have a very siloed approach to software development and delivery, 
with a lack of scale and integration, a quarter have a more integrated approach, including more 
formal programs, while only 11% indicate having a unified capability across the entire 
organization. These findings are also reflected in capability maturity as it relates to the 
innovation tactics outlined above. For example, IDC finds that 80% of large organizations have 
adopted DevOps practices and methodologies, but only 10% of these organizations excel in 
terms of accelerated performance and delivery cycles.  In this instance, progress as it relates to 
automation — to drive velocity, consistency, and quality at scale — has been slow.  To put this 
into perspective, IDC monitors progression in terms of DevOps automation, CI/CD maturity, 
cloud-native app dev scale, and software development culture (see Figure 8)  

FIGURE 8 
Capability Progression: The Journey to Digital Innovation Excellence 

Source: IDC Accelerated App Delivery Survey, 2020 
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The ability to maximize transformation drives the need to provide choice and unite all 
organizational resources — this will not be an easy task as there are competing forces at play, 
but the drive for business agility should be the guiding light. Ultimately accelerated application 
investment priorities span multiple areas (see Figure 9).  

FIGURE 9 
Immediate Priorities to Accelerate App Dev and Delivery 

Q. What are the top areas that your organization will prioritize to accelerate app delivery in the next 12 months?

Source: IDC Accelerated App Delivery Survey, 2020 

This diversity in investment priorities drives IDC to believe that organizations must focus on the 
creation of an app delivery and digital innovation center of excellence (CoE) that will allow them 
to create the right toolkit, cultural alignment, and governance processes for both technology and 
business teams. A CoE will support what we are evolving towards — a distributed operating 
model for software delivery where a central platform organization provides shared common 
resources to multiple business product teams. 

These resources are not just about technology services and capabilities (such as incident 
response, cloud management, security and risk management, configuration of DevOps, and 
developer toolchains).  This central organization will also have responsibility for developing and 
consistently managing cultural norms and expectations among delivery teams — those 
integrated patterns of belief, knowledge, and behavior that determine if, how, and how well tools 
and processes get used in practice. This requires a focus on providing consistent support and 
practice for the business change aspects of business product delivery (such as engaging with 
stakeholders, building meaningful business cases, managing ROI, and encouraging participation 
and adoption). A centralized organization can also become a hub to ideate and innovate new 
products and solutions via workshops and hackathons, as well as showcase successes to the 
wider business. The accelerated app dev CoE can then become a critical part of the 
organization's strategic change agenda. 

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%

Low-code development

Services meshes for microservices

Container orchestration

Cultural change

CI/CD platforms

Value stream mapping/management

Security integration

API management

AI/ML analytics

Open source repositories

Very large organizations All respondents
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Creating a centralized organization is highly complex, and many businesses already lacking the 
skills and capabilities internally struggle to get initiatives off the ground. Many need help 
identifying the right stakeholders and champions and then providing them with the platform to 
overcome internal blockers in the business. Most don't have anything like a playbook of best 
practice to follow when it comes to reusing assets, accessing knowledge, and training teams, so 
will need the help of a trusted external partner to guide and support them.  

Alongside this, persona identification is key to buy-in and then adoption and scaling. This 
requires multiple touchpoints within the business, from product manager level, IT and line of 
business management, right through to functional leads and ultimately the CIO and other C-suite 
stakeholders. This makes for a complex negotiating path for any internal champion attempting 
to go-it-alone. It's another reason why businesses need expert assistance in building these lines 
of communication around a common purpose.  

The Fujitsu Approach  

Building a Digital Innovation Solution Co-Creator and Orchestrator 

Fujitsu is a large, diversified multinational technology and services provider that is making an 
entry into the worldwide modern app delivery and digital innovation market.  

Strategy and Capability: Fujitsu's digital innovation ambitions are built around its dedicated 
Application & Multi-Cloud Services (AMCS) practice. Launched in 2019, the practice brings 
together a team of over 500 developers, design architects, and tech consultants globally with 
skills across multicloud infrastructure, business solutions, app maintenance, cloud-native and 
low-code application development, and software testing. The value proposition is built around 
engaging with the client on executable propositions and proof points to rapidly build credibility 
and then work closely to support the customer's strategy towards full stack transformation. 
Being a trusted advisor is key to this, alongside building client intimacy throughout the delivery 
cycle. Taking an outcome-based approach to delivery, Fujitsu focuses on helping clients achieve 
operational agility, reduce technical debt, move the needle on innovation, and reimagine 
traditional ways of working. 

Culture: Fujitsu is building on its heritage in infrastructure services by investing in its application 
development and delivery teams organically, through a continuous process of training, reskilling, 
and upskilling of teams both close to the client and remotely, from its global delivery centers 
(GDCs). This is about creating the right culture and skills within the business that align closely to 
the customers' requirements. Throughout its long history, Fujitsu has built long-standing 
relationships with many large clients in Europe and worldwide, with which it has built intimate 
knowledge of their tech landscapes and gained trusted reputation for delivery. Building on 
transformation work for many of its clients on their journeys to the cloud, Fujitsu is making the 
extended apps and digital platforms conversation the natural next step in this partnership 
evolution. Many of the projects it works on are surfaced through this existing network of clients. 
This has the additional benefit of keeping technical talent engaged and bringing new innovations 
to customers. 
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"The benefits we have seen by changing to this new Agile way of working is the speed to 
market has improved, the quality has improved. The continuous delivery model makes 

it possible and gives us an increase of 300% in speed to market."  
Rene Sandberg, General Manager, Coop Trading 

Technical and Delivery: From a technical and delivery perspective, Fujitsu has specialists in both 
low-code and cloud-native application development via its Multi-Cloud Services practices. It can 
also bring in the broader platform capabilities of the major cloud platform providers where 
Fujitsu has deep domain strengths as a vendor-agnostic provider. Bridging the gap between 
these domains is vital for the success of modern app delivery, particularly in the context of 
DevOps, which is all about breaking down the barriers between IT and the business.  

Fujitsu's app delivery teams operate via squads and delivery pods, organized into small teams of 
development specialists, delivery managers and product owners from both Fujitsu and the client 
side, to ensure cooperation and collaboration throughout. Buy-in from the client at this level is 
critical for successful digital programs and to ensure project metric objectives are being met, as 
well as alignment to business outcome goals. Bringing in other parts of the broader business in 
this way is about creating a unified delivery approach from across the business with multiskilled 
delivery teams/squads.   

Essential Guidance / Recommendations  

Make no mistake, digital innovation at scale is hard; organizations must learn to work smarter if 
they want to keep up with their peers and deliver on a higher cadence of digital innovation 
(digital products and services).  In charting the way forwards, organizations must think carefully 
about the organizational, technology, and process design changes that need to be made. Solid 
game plans need to be in place that can tie software delivery strategies to organizational strategy 
and operations. Architecting the vision, understanding the opportunities, addressing modern 
app architectures and deploy options, and mapping resources (dev talent, code, automation, 
security, etc.) and the ability to distribute innovation, lie at the core. IDC recommends 
considering the following:  

» Align business challenges to your digital innovation strategy. Digital innovation should be 
considered highly strategic for the future success of your organization. However, organizations need to 
carefully identify the opportunities that will resonate best with their specific business challenges. For 
many companies this means taking tactical projects of the past 12 months and evolving them into 
forward-looking projects that center on adaptation and change. 

» Engage the senior leadership in strategy development and program execution. The intimate 
involvement of senior leadership is critical. Ensuring your organization pushes the envelope and 
becomes a leader in digital innovation requires determination and organizational adjustments. Today, 
one in three organizations surveyed cites leadership involvement as critical in pushing digital 
innovation. So be mindful that their role and engagement will tremendously galvanize or slow down 
progress.
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» Focus on bringing together the people, processes, and technology. It is about bringing together the 
right methodologies with the right tools to accelerate change. But it is also about critically evaluating the 
business value that is being delivered. Amid ongoing economic disruption, many organizations will 
struggle to balance ongoing investment in legacy applications and continuing support for rapid 
development of new applications that do not always fully hit their intended targets. A lack of integration 
for data sharing and workflow linkages across applications developed by different teams for different 
goals contributes to organizational friction. Really start to question whether you can be making better 
decisions about how to spend development and delivery dollars. 

» Integrate with finesse. To orchestrate value across your entire organization (e.g., old and new IT, old 
and new business processes) and funnel that value into your digital innovation pipeline, you need to be 
able to easily connect data, application environments, technical, and business teams. Optimizing 
architecture and driving down the cost of integration is one of the hardest things to achieve, so work 
from as early on as possible at refining integration as a core dimension of your cloud strategy. This 
means fine-tuning connectivity between technology, people, and processes. 

» Identify a trusted partner. A partner that can support your digital innovation goals and broader 
strategic ambitions is critical. However, you should work with a partner that is willing and able to flex 
with speed and agility to your needs across the different dimensions of digital innovation from 
planning, sourcing (code, talent, assets), developing, and/or distributing across the business and 
external ecosystem. In certain cases, this will require exploring the merits of new business models that 
embrace co-creation and community learning.

» Do not forget the importance of culture. Become more serious about transforming organizational 
culture to be customer-centric and data-driven. The need for cultural transformation underpins many 
ongoing conversations — this is still considered one of the primary challenges and barriers to digital 
innovation success.  The CoE model can help support embedded change so long as there is sufficient 
buy-in from stakeholders and it is given the platform to extend participation from and into the 
business. 

» The React, Adapt and Transform framework can overcome resilience exposure. Organizations 
need to zero in on the issues that have been exposed since the outbreak of the pandemic. They are 
often just the tip of the iceberg in terms of broader challenges, so examining in detail can surface 
broader adapt and transform opportunities for longer term digital innovation and transformation 
across the business.
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